EASY TRUCK
The easiest solution to obtain immediate results in the industrial vehicle painting process
Who is Easy Truck aimed at?

Industrial body shops for construction and repair
People in charge of setting up and improving processes
Companies with painting networks aiming at improving the efficiency of their painting and repairing processes.

What can you paint?

Tractors, frameworks, cargo beds, rims, trucks, trailers, cement mixers, trailers, buses, carriages, minis, trains, cranes, etc.

Easy Truck is particularly recommended for spraying parts and overcoating.

What colours are available?

With Easy Truck all the colours of the Industrial and Trading vehicles are available. Together with the 2004/42/CE regulation, the logo LOW VOC identifies the products and cycles for the industrial vehicles complying with the 2004/42/CE regulation.

What quantity?

All the solutions can be derived from customers mixing machine systems. Easy Truck guarantees a high quality product for any project.

Painting Processes

1 Standard Medium Solid Solvent Base
Economical and rapid, where the target is the rejection of the process costs.

2K Medium Solid Solvent Base
2K Primer – Various available.

1 Ultra Medium Solid Solvent Base
Economical and rapid, where the target is the rejection of the process costs.

2K Medium Solid Solvent Base
2K Primer – Various available.
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2K Medium Solid Solvent Base
2K Primer – Various available.
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Economical and rapid, where the target is the rejection of the process costs.

2K Medium Solid Solvent Base
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8 painting processes for any situation!

1. STANDARD MS-SB
   Fast and economic

2. US SB
   Economic with a good final finish

3. STANDARD HIGH RESISTANT MS-SB
   Rapid, flexible and resistant

4. UHS HIGH RESISTANT SB
   Flexible, resistant and with excellent final aspect

5. STANDARD EASY SB
   Easy, flexible with a good final finish

6. UHS EASY SB
   Easy, flexible with an excellent final finish

7. WATERBASED WB
   Ecologically safe with excellent final finish

8. ONE COAT WITH DIRECT ADHESION SB
   Efficient with acceptable final finish